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Abstract. Nowadays, reliance on nuclear models to interpolate or extrapolate between experimental data
points is very common, for nuclear data evaluation. It is also well known that the knowledge of nuclear reaction
mechanisms is at best approximate, and that their modeling relies on many parameters which do not have a
precise physical meaning outside of their specific implementations in nuclear model codes: they carry both
specific physical information, and effective information that is related to the deficiencies of the model itself.
Therefore, to improve the uncertainties associated with evaluated nuclear data, the models themselves must be
refined so that their parameters can be rigorously derived from theory. Examples of such a process will be given
for a wide sample of models like: detailed theory of compound nucleus decay throughmultiple nucleon or gamma
emission, or refinements to the width fluctuation factor of the Hauser-Feshbach model. All these examples will
illustrate the reduction in the effective components of nuclear model parameters, through the reduced dynamics
of parameter adjustment needed to account for experimental data. The significant progress, recently achieved
for the non-fission channels, also highlights the difficult path ahead to improve our quantitative understanding of
fission in a similar way: by relying on microscopic theory.
1 Introduction

The modeling of nuclear reactions involves several models
connected with each other to produce nuclear data. Three
main models (Fig. 1) are usually employed in modern
nuclear reaction codes such as TALYS [1] or EMPIRE [2]:
the optical model, the pre-equilibrium model and the
compound nucleus model. All these models rely on a large
number of inputs as well as on more or less valid
approximations. Even though it is possible nowadays to
reproduce, with a rather good accuracy, available experi-
mental data by adjusting the various parameters driving
the nuclear reaction models, several approximations are
still known to be compensated by these parameter
adjustment and/or by an interplay between the models
themselves. It is therefore important, to improve our
understanding of the physical processes occuring during a
nuclear reaction as well as the predictive power of the
modeling itself, to be able to reduce the sources of error
compensation by suppressing some of the approximations
known to play a role or by improving the modeling of
specific inputs required by nuclearmodels. In this paper, we
illustrate some important issues which we think should be
carefully accounted for to reduce potential sources of
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uncertainties in the evaluation process. Section 2 discusses
the optical model which has to be as accurate as possible.
Indeed, since this model is at the basis of the evaluation
process, any error or inaccuracy it yields has an impact on
both the pre-equilibrium and the compound nucleus model
which must then be tuned to compensate the possible
deficiencies of the optical model. Section 3 focuses on the
differences that can be obtained depending upon whether
one uses a classical pre-equilibrium model or a more
microscopic approach to populate the compound nucleus
before it decays. Section 4 illustrates few other sources of
uncertainties such as those related to the fission channel,
the width fluctuation correction factor (WFCF) or the
gamma-ray strength functions, required as inputs to the
compound nucleus model. Conclusions and prospects are
finally drawn in Section 5.
2 The optical model

As illustrated in Figure 1, the optical model is the first
model used in the nuclear reaction modeling. This model
enables to separate the incident projectile flux into three
main components: the shape elastic, the direct inelastic
and the reaction cross-sections. It also provides transmis-
sion coefficients for light particles whose emission is treated
within the compound nucleus model framework. As a
mons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0),
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of the sequence of models required to describe a nuclear reaction. The optical model enables to separate the incident
flux (total cross-section) in three separate contributions (the shape elastic, the reaction and the direct inelastic cross-sections) and
provides the compound nucleus with light particles transmission coefficients. Part of the reaction cross-section (sReaction) is then
processed with the pre-equilibrium model to feed inelastic channels as well as the compound nucleus model with the remaining flux
(sCN). sCN is then spread over all outgoing channels by the compound nucleus model.

Fig. 2. Total (stot) and compound nucleus formation (sCN)
cross-sections obtained increasing the number of coupled levels
in the coupled channel approach for neutron induced reaction
on 235U.
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consequence, any error or inaccuracy introduced at this
level of the modeling process will directly influence the
following steps, namely the pre-equilibrium and the
compound nucleus models. Several approaches are avail-
able to construct an optical model potential. Microscopic
methods aiming at producing an Optical Model Potential
(OMP) [3–6] based on nucleon–nucleon interactions are
not yet usable for evaluation purposes due to their lack of
accuracy or to a too narrow range of application. Therefore
phenomenological [7–9] or semi-microscopic approaches
[10–12] are usually employed for applications.

When many experimental data are available, phenom-
enological approaches are clearly prefered since the number
of parameters on which they rely provide with a high degree
of flexibility and the possibility to obtain very accurate fits
of measured data. However, the price to pay is then an in
depth analysis of the sensitivity of the output to the input
parameters. In the case of a deformed target, beyond the
OMP parameters, the adopted coupling scheme as well as
the deformation parameters also play a crucial role. A
typical illustration of the impact of the number of inelastic
levels introduced in coupled channel (CC) methods is
shown in Figure 2. As can be observed, the total cross-
sections reaches rather similar values, at least compatible
with experimental data within error bars, for various
choices of the number of coupled levels while the compound
nucleus formation cross-section remains much more
sensitive to the choice of the coupling scheme. With such
differences, the other channels predictions, in particular
the fission cross-section, will be clearly influenced by the
number of coupled levels considered, meaning that
uncertainties in the fission channel do not only depend
on the sole uncertainties on fission model parameters, as it
might be thought at first glance.

In the case of the so-called Jeukenne-Lejeune-Mahaux
(JLM)semi-microscopic [10–12]approach,onedoesnothave
the freedom to fit cross-section as for the phenomenological
OMP. Indeed, the free parameters of the approachhavebeen
fixed on a selected set of nuclei and are not modified when
changing the target. The only freedom is then linked to the
structure description of the target. For a 28MeV (p,p0)
reaction on 36S for instance (Fig. 3), it can be observed that
describing the target nucleus within the quasiparticle
random phase approximation (QRPA) framework [13,14]



Fig. 3. (p,p0) angular distribution on 36S for the ground state and
first 2+ state using two microscopic structure approaches (GCM
or QRPA see text for details) to determine transition densities
required for a coupled channel calculation within the semi-
microscopic JLM approach.

Fig. 4. Compound nucleus spin distribution of the 238U
compound nucleus formed after a fast neutron emission. The
Wigner distribution associated to the exciton model is compared
to the QRPA-based approach of references [16,17].
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enables to reproduce available experimental data for
inelastic scattering off the 2+ level better than when the
five-dimensional collective hamiltonian (noted GCM for
Generator Coordinate Method in Fig. 3) approach [15] is
used, while the elastic scattering is almost not modified.

3 The pre-equilibrium model

Another feature which is known to impact the cross-section
determination for various reactions is related to the
modeling of the pre-equilibrium emission mechanism for
which one or several particles are emitted before a
compound nucleus is formed. In many applications, pre-
equilibrium is described within the phenomenological
exciton model which is semi-classical and contains
parameters tuned on a relevant set of (n,xn) and (p,xp)
observables. An alternative method, recently developed
[16,17], employs the QRPA nuclear structure model [13,14]
in a relevant microscopic reaction approach, the JLM
folding model, to determine the fast excitation mechanism
of the target nuclei which occurs during the pre-equilibrium
process. Depending upon the method employed, the
compound nucleus population after such direct-like
interaction, is strongly modified. This is illustrated in
Figure 4 for a 238U(n,n0g) reaction. After the pre-
equilibrium emission of a neutron, the formed compound
nucleus has a spin population which peaks at much lower
values when a microscopic approach is used and the spin
distribution structure does not follow the statistical
Wigner distribution associated to the exciton model.
This aspect strongly impacts the determination of
gamma-ray emission cross-sections for transitions between
discrete states of the residual nucleus. Indeed, if the
compound nucleus is formed with mainly low spin, the
system will have to go through many transitions to reach a
high spin. Thus g-emission from states with high spin will
be strongly hindered. Figure 5 illustrates this aspect as it
shows that calculations based on the exciton model and the
Wigner spin distribution over-predict (n,n0g) transition
from the 10+ state while the QRPA-based approach
provides a magnitude in agreement with the measured
values.

It would be possible to mimic the QRPA-based spin
distribution adjusting the Wigner spin distribution
parameters but such an effectiveness would clearly hide
a misunderstanding of the physics in order to fit the
observed transition.

4 The compound nucleus model

The compound nucleus model is the last model involved in
the evaluation of nuclear reaction. This model, based on the
statistical Hauser-Feshbach approach, provides the cross-
section between an incident channel a and an outgoing
channel b as

sab ¼ TaTbP
cT c

Wab: ð1Þ

In equation (1), Ta and Tb correspond to the incident and
outgoing transmission coefficients, the sum

P
cTc runs over

all open channels andWab is the WFCF accounting for the
fact that the entrance and outgoing channel are not totally
independent [21]. It has been recently demonstrated
[22–24] that, for well deformed nuclei, the usually neglected
Engelbrecht-Weidenmüller transformation (EWT) [25],
known to be required for a rigourous description of the
WFCF was playing a rather important role. More
precisely, whereas it was thought that the WFCF only
enhances the elastic channel and decreases all inelastic
channel, it has been shown that for inelastic levels strongly



Fig. 5. 238U(n,n0g) cross-sections for two transitions in the
ground state rotational band (see details on plots). Two Talys
calculations, which used the exciton (dashed black curves) or the
JLM/QRPA model (full red curves) for pre-equilibrium, are
compared to experimental data (symbols) [18–20].

Fig. 6. Inelastic cross-section off the first 2+ level of 238U as
function of the excitation energy En. The red (resp. black) line
shows the theoretical prediction obtained using (resp ignoring)
the EWTwith the Soukhovitski~i optical model potential [26]. The
blue line shows the predictions obtained ignoring width
fluctuation corrections. Experimental data are taken from the
EXFOR database [29].

Fig. 7. Fission cross-section obtained increasing the number of
coupled levels in the CC approach for neutron induced reaction on
235U.
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coupled to the ground state, an enhancement of the
inelastic cross-section was also observed. This effect is
illustrated in Figure 6 where a comparison is shown
between various predictions and the direct inelastic cross-
section off the first 2+ level in 238U.

One can understand that if the EWT is accounted for,
the adjustment of the OMP parameters enabling to fit
available experimental data will not be the same as if one
does not account for the EWT, unless the energy region
where the EWT plays a role is not used to constrain the
OMP parameters. It is thus clear that if the EWT effects
are hidden in the parameters entering the definition of the
OMP, avoidable error compensations are introduced in the
evaluation.

Another example of compensation effect is also
illustrated in Figure 7. In this case, one can study the
impact of the coupling scheme considered in the CC-OMP
when looking at the corresponding fission cross-sections.
Depending on the number of coupled levels introduced, the
fission cross-section varies significantly, reflecting, as
shown in Figure 2, the way the number of coupled level
modifies the compound nucleus formation cross-section.
One could of course improve, for each choice of the coupling
scheme, the fit of the fission cross-section by fine tuning the
fission model parameters. This would however mean that
the fission model would counterbalance a restricted
coupling scheme in the CC approach.

The gamma emission is also a nice illustration of
compensation effects. Within the Brink-Axel hypothesis
[27,28], the gamma transmission coefficient reads

TXℓEg ¼ 2pfXℓEgE
2ℓþ1
g ; ð2Þ



Fig. 8. Top panel: 56Fe(n,g)57Fe cross-section as function of the
neutron incident energy. The black squares correspond to
EXFOR data [29], the full black line is the prediction obtained
using the default level density model implemented in the TALYS
code [1,30], the red dotted line using the combinatorial level
density model of reference [31] and the green dashed line the
combinatorial level densitymodel of reference [32]. Bottom panel :
ratio between the strength functions obtained after the normal-
ization deduced from equation (3) is applied and the strength
function corresponding to the default level density option.

Fig. 9. E1 and M1 strength function of 177Lu. The full black line
shows the so-called Kopecky and Uhl [33] model implemented in
TALYS for the E1 strength. The dashed red line corresponds to
the default model for the M1 strength, namely the standard
Lorentzian model [27,28]. The full red line shows the M1 strength
obtained introducing a supplementary component in the M1
strength with a second Lorentzian centered around 4MeV.
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where Eg is the energy of the emitted gamma of type X
(X=E or M for electric or magnetic transitions) and
multipolarity ℓ, and where fXℓ(Eg) is the energy dependent
gamma-ray strength function whose analytical expression
follows a Lorentzian shape. For thermal neutrons, the
compound nucleus excitation energy corresponds to the
neutron separation energy Sn and the average radiative
with Gg is entirely due to s-wave neutrons, so that the
gamma-ray strength function satisfies the following
equation

2pGg

D0
¼ Gnorm

X

JP

X

Xℓ

XI0Jþℓ

I
0
J�ℓ

X

P
0
∫Sn0 TXℓEgrSn

�EgI
0
p

0
dXℓP

0
dEg : ð3Þ

In this equation, the J, P sum runs over the compound
nucleus states with spin J and parity P that can be formed
with s-wave incident neutrons and I

0
, P

0
denote the spin

and parity of the final states to which a photon of type X
with multipolarity ℓ can be emitted. The multipole
selection rules are d(X=E, ℓ , P

0
)= 1 if P=(� 1)ℓP

0
for

Electric transition, d(X=M, ℓ , P
0
)= 1 if P=(� 1)ℓ+1P

0

for magnetic transitions and d(X, ℓ , P
0
)= 0 otherwise.
Finally, r is the compound nucleus nuclear level density
and D0 the average spacing of s-wave resonances. In
practice, whereasGnorm should be equal to unity, one often
has to use a different value forGnorm to ensure equation (3)
is verified. Hence, the gamma transmission coefficient is
multiplied by an arbitrary normalization factor Gnorm,
which is compensating for the level density option that can
be chosen when modeling a nuclear reaction and/or for
deficiencies of the chosen gamma strength function. An
illustration of this compensation is given in Figure 8.

In this figure, the 56Fe neutron capture is shown using
various level density models for the 57Fe compound
nucleus keeping the same gamma-ray strength function
expressions (Kopecky and Uhl [33] for E1 and Standard
Lorentzian [27,28] otherwise). Thanks to the normaliza-
tion of equation (3), one can observe that very similar
cross-section predictions are obtained. However, the
corresponding gamma-ray strength functions are strongly
modified by the normalizations depending on the level
density option. It is therefore clear that if the normaliza-
tion procedure of equation (3) enables to reproduce
capture cross-sections data, photoabsorption cross-sec-
tion will not be always reproduced.

A more refined approach has been recently studied to
solve such an inconsitency. It consists in introducing an
arbitrary low energy extra gamma-ray strength con-
strained to simultaneously describe capture and photo-
absorption data [37–39]. The justification for such an extra
strength stems from the fact that several experiment have
reported, for low gamma-ray energies, strengths which are
higher than the usually adopted analytical expression that
have been adjusted to reproduce experimental data at
energies above the region where such disagreement are
observed. In this case, one can obtain Gnorm values which
are closer to unity by enhancing locally the gamma-ray
strength without modifying the high energy agreement
with photoabsorption data. This procedure is illustrated in
Figure 9 for the 177Lu E1 and M1 strengths.



Fig. 10. 176Lu(n,g)177Lu cross-section as function of the incident
neutron energy E. The dotted blue line show the predictions
obtained using the default options of the TALYS code for the level
density and gamma-ray strength function as well as a normal-
ization Gnorm=3.6. The full black line shows the predictions
obtained adding on top of the defaut prescriptions a low energy
M1 strength without any normalization (Gnorm=1). Experi-
mental data are taken from references [34–36].

Fig. 11. 176Lu(n,g)177Lu cross-section as function of the incident
neutron energy E. The full red line show the predictions obtained
using microscopic inputs for both the NLD and GSF. The full
black line shows the predictions obtained adding on top of the
defaut prescriptions a low energy M1 strength. In both cases
Gnorm=1.

Fig. 12. Neutron induced fission cross-section on 238U using only fission cross-section as constraint (left panel) or including other
relevant channels (right panel) as constraints. The reduced number of parameters gives less freedom to the fine tuning and therefore
provides with a worse fit within the coherent approach (see Refs. [42,43] for more details).
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By adding a supplementaryM1 component, as shown in
Figure 10, one manages to fit without any normalization
the available data for the capture cross-section, and since
this extra component is located far from the giant
resonance peak, it has no impact on the description of
the 10–15MeV region where E1 strength dominates. It is
worth noticing that without such an extra-M1 strength, a
normalization factor Gnorm=3.6 must be used to fit the
experimental capture cross-section data, which also affect
the 10–15MeV region by the same magnitude. The M1
extra-strength is not yet confirmed experimentally but
large scale QRPA calculations tend to confirm such a
feature [40,41]. Indeed, using such a microscopic alterna-
tive for both nuclear level densities and gamma-ray
strength function, one can observe, as shown in Figure 11
that a very satisfactory description of the experimental
data can also be obtained.

Last but not least, the fission cross-section modeling is
also at the source of many possible uncertainties. Indeed, if
one manages to perform very accurate fits of available
experimental data using phenomenological approaches [8],
it is at the price of a fine tuning of a large number of
adjustable parameters whose extrapolation might be very
hazardous. Attempts to reduce this number of parameters
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using microscopic predictions [42] have shown that a rather
reasonable agreement with data could be achieved, even, as
illustrated in Figure 12, within a coherent approach
consisting in constraining the adjustable parameters by a
simultaneous fit of all relevant data [43]. Such microscopic
approaches can clearly not compete with phenomenologi-
cal approaches to accurately describe well measured
actinides, but they offer an interesting alternative for
unmeasured nuclei due to the reduced number of
parameters on which they rely and the possibility one
has to extrapolate them.
5 Conclusions

The models currently used for evaluation of nuclear data
require fine tuning of their parameters in order to maximize
the agreement between calculated observables and experi-
mental ones. Sometimes, obtaining a satisfactory agree-
ment with experimental data is not even possible. In this
case, for the short term, the amplitude of the disagreement
must be included in the evaluation of uncertainties,
whereas, for the longer term, better models can be built.
Sometimes, achieving a good calculation-experiment
agreement is done at the price of large adjustments of
the model parameters, maybe even towards values that are
not physical. Those model parameters thus transport both
physical information and effective information which
allows an approximate model to account for experimental
data. Finally, there are sometimes ambiguities with
different sets of model parameters producing equally good
account of experimental data: error compensations. All the
above cases are evidences of the need for better, less
approximate nuclear models and more microscopic, less
effective model parameters.

The examples, shown in the present paper, highlight
the progresses made possible by adopting more exact, less
approximate models, in the continuum energy range, for all
three classes of processes : direct reactions, pre-equilibrium
and statistical model. Moreover, those examples illustrate
the possibility to compute the values of model parameters
from a microscopic theory (using the nuclear interaction
and many-body formalism with nucleonic degrees of
freedom). Although the values of these “microscopic”
model parameters still need to be adjusted to meet the
needs of evaluated data files, the dynamics of these
adjustments are strongly reduced, leaving less room for
ambiguities and compensations.

However, the spectacular progress achieved for non-
fissioning system, must not occult challenges ahead for
the microscopic modeling of the fission channel with the
needed precision. The high sensitivity of fission models to
parameters like barrier heights, makes it unlikely to ever
succeed in predicting fission cross-sections without
sizable parameter adjustments. Nevertheless, similarly
to non-fission channels, microscopic calculations should
help reduce the fission model parameters adjustment
dynamics.

For the foreseeable future, nuclear models will never
be perfect, and therefore there will always be a need to
quantify model defects into nuclear data covariances.
However, since the use of microscopic nuclear models can
often be shown to reduce the amplitude of model
parameters adjustments, and simultaneously improve
the quality of the agreement between calculation and
experiment, using these better models is an opportunity
to reduce the amplitude of those model defects at the
source.
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